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Letters to my old apartment, Walks around the lake,
Memories this smile so wide her eyes in... , See the
change in mood a mile away when your smile fades,
And now the unpredictable change of ways, Now we
fade away, Today I see a different side to both of us
that sees to, We both talk to us a lot of lies to see
through, Proved a lot of people work, When they really
just should not, And now there's nothing left to prove,
All emotions left to rot, I got a letter to return to you, I'm
done walking, Talking trust for both of us, Have left the
ball droppin', I can't speak to you when you can't return
the favor back, Turn your back and I'll make this little
thing just fade to black.

I see you looking my way, you're so ashamed, I'm so
ashamed, I
Hope that you'll find a way, to make a change, it's not
too late.

I used to know you better now we're drifting apart,
What's a heart but just a really big muscle inside, Lets
ride the feelin', We've been thinking from the
beginning of you and me, So now the feelings not there
for me to hide behind, Find the time for games and
games to take up all your time, I'll read the lines but
inbetween is where your truth lies, I can't compete with
your ride, And your eyes connect with mine, We make
mistakes, Your passing me by, I'm asking you why, Me
or you, Who's to blame, Pointing fingures 'aint for life,
Green lights and sleepless nights, Worn suits we've
seen the hights, Figure make loser if it makes you fare
the better, In the end I think well find we've changed
up, Just like the weather.

I see you looking my way, you're so ashamed, I'm so
ashamed, I
Hope that you'll find a way, to make a change, it's not
too late.

Better together, than better apart ah ah (whispered) x4
Better together, than better apart ah ah x4
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La De Da Da Da Da Da Da Da Da x5 (or so)

Breathe on, Breathe on for me, x2

Yeeeaaah... 

Breathe for me. x9

You gotta get up, You gotta get up, Hell yeah, You
gotta get up, Pick yourself up now, You gotta pick
yourself up now, Come on, Breathe man, Breathe, 
You gotta get up, You gotta get up, Hell yeah, 
You gotta get up, Pick yourself up now.
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